Road to Learning and Earning
Lesson Plan
Topic/Title of Plan: Functional Vocabulary and Signs
Lesson Developed By: Shannon Plemmons
School: Fred T Foard High School, Catawba County
Objective Being Taught

Learn important words and signs in the community

RTLE Matrix Objective

In school and at home, learn skills needed for safe living and
getting around your community as much as you can on your
own.
Grades 9-12/ 14-22 year olds/ Self-contain or occupational
course of study/ 60-90 minutes
• Construction paper
• Markers
• Printer
• Magazines
• Glue
• Big area of space
• Laminator (optional)
• Computer
• Scissors

Student Audience/Length
Materials/Resources Needed

1.

Teaching Procedure
2.
3.

4.

5.
6.

7.

I start the lesson off by asking students about important
words or signs throughout their home or community.
Such as: bank, grocery store, fire, stove, car
We then discuss all the functions of each word and
where we would see or use the word.
Next, we would discuss what would be a visual for each
word. Example: what a fire looks like, what a bank
looks like
Next, I will assign students depending on how many
words we are focusing on a set amount that they are
responsible for writing the word on construction paper
and finding a picture to represent the word to paste on
another piece of construction paper.
After each student completes the above task it is to play
a big game of Memory.
Basically, we play the game just like you would
Memory just using the words and pictures we have
chosen.
Each student takes a turn and when all the cards are
gone the student with the most pairs wins.

Check for Understanding
and Assessment of Lesson

1. While the students are playing the memory game you
are able to assess their understanding. You are able to
give students immediate feedback.
2. To assess the students I will also give them a test that
requires them to match the words and pictures on a
piece of paper by drawing a line to each other.

Wrap Up/Review

This activity can be used throughout the school year to work on
different words or the same words as much or as little as you
need to.

